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Telegram from the vice-minister of foreign affairs of Albania, Vasil Nathanalili, to the Albanian embassy in Budapest
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Summary:
The person-in-charge of the Hungarian embassy in Tirana informed Vasil Skorovoti, the Albanian diplomat in the Albanian Foreign ministry, that the Hungarian government wants to consult with the friendly governments of the socialist camp on the proposal to have the same stance on the non-aligned countries conference. The Hungarian government does not approve of the conference, but it thinks that the divisions among the non-aligned countries should be exploited by the socialist bloc in order to change the character of the conference to one of anti-imperialism and anti-colonialism. The Hungarian government wants to know the Albanian government's stance on this issue. The Albanian government asks the Albanian embassy in Budapest to gather information on this issue in order to respond to the Hungarian government as soon as possible.
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MINISTRIS JASHME
Ambasadori kinez ndotoi se pjesmarrja e Kubes se nesër të veri shumë të shtetërore që do të bëhet në Jugosllavi sa të vjen në veri të shtetërore që pse parafqes u kubon dhe do flasë kundër imperializmit amerikan. Ta gith'ashtu organizimi i kësaj nesër të vjen në veri të shtetërore, me sa duket sa siguri ka kontradrinkta. Per dijeri.
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